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About This Game

After a bicycle accident shatters his dreams of becoming a racer, Aoi Minase returns to his hometown, depressed and defeated.
With seemingly no hope left for the future and no idea what to do with himself from here on, Aoi meets Kotori Habane―a

young girl stuck in a wheelchair with a flat tire. It is on that windmill-dotted hill that Aoi's somber yet touching story of youth,
friendship, and flight begins.

Upon witnessing a glider soar overhead, Aoi sets off on a journey to realize the dream everyone has as a child: the dream of
flight.
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Working together with Aoi’s childhood friend, Ageha Himegi, the main characters of this visual novel begin rebuilding the
Soaring Club, which is on the brink of disbandment at the hands of an uncaring school board. These beginners take hold of their

passion, overcoming failures, obstacles, and interference from the school to put everything they have into building their own
working glider.

Their ultimate goal: to fly through the legendary "Morning Glory"―a rare and stunning weather phenomenon producing a
special type of roll-shaped cloud that appears in the morning when the conditions are just right.

Join Aoi on this journey as he learns about the sky, his new friends, and much more.

Total Play Time: 20 to 30 hours

Five character-specific story branches to play through

Full voice-overs throughout the game for all characters

http://store.steampowered.com/app/340080
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Title: If My Heart Had Wings
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Simulation
Developer:
MoeNovel
Publisher:
MoeNovel
Franchise:
If My Heart Had Wings, MoeNovel, Coming-of-Age
Release Date: 28 Jun, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP SP3/Vista/7/8

Processor: Pentium 4 3.0GHz or higher

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Shader Model 2.0 or higher with a maximum texture size of 4096 or higher, DirectX 9 GPU with 8-bit α-texture
support, support with limitation or support for textures that are not exponentiations of 2 RADEON X series or higher
(Excluding X1200 series) GeForce 6000 series or higher Intel 965 chip set or higher (GMA X3000 and up) VRAM 256MB

Storage: 3.5 GB available space

Additional Notes: An environment that can display at least 1280×720 pixels Recommended Environment: *When using
display adaptors that share main memory, the game may not work. *We do not guarantee that this game will run on virtual
drives or Virtual PCs (including Apple Boot Camp). *This product uses Ogg Vorbis/Lua/tilua++. The operating environments
for this product are the same as for the demo version. Copyright (C) 1994-2008 Lua.org, PUC-Rio. 
https://opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php Copyright (C) 2009 Ariel Manzur. https://opensource.org/licenses/mit-
license.php THE OggVorbis SOURCE CODE IS (C) COPYRIGHT 1994-2007 by the Xiph.org Foundation, 
http://www.xiph.org/

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese
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Yeah it's technically well made. It's pretty, the writing is decent, the music is fine, etc...

However what matters the most in a romance VN is, well, characters build and relationships.
When you literally need your entire cast of characters to force the MC in the arms of the girl you "picked", it's not romance. It's
just cohercion. How do you expect anyone to care about the feelings of characters which are decided for them by others? How
are readers supposed to care about conclusions which are foregone? How are players supposed to feel any empathy when there's
not a single obstacle in the way?
Characters and relationships are supposed to be built. Character development is supposed to be earned. If it's pre-picked from
the start, then why go through 15 hours of text? If your character ends the game exactly the same as they started, then what was
the point of watching them?

In the end you just watched 15 hours of low-brow slice of life comedy, with no pay off and a predictable "plot". At least the
occasional parts about building a glider were interesting.. Good VN.

Dome translation errors and Ageha's route has been butchered, but overall it's more than worth it.

amane best girl. we need hotaru's route :)
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